
  Domain Knowledge and its Impact on Analytics-Part 1 

 

In my last blog, I discussed the notion that success in analytics involves much more than 

mathematics and statistics. The ability to “work the data” and effective communication 

were two other key skills  which are necessary for success. Towards the end of the blog, I 

alluded to another factor entitled domain knowledge which is significant enough to 

warrant a separate blog.  

 

The importance of domain knowledge relative to the data mining discipline continues to 

grow in importance. Most academics and practitioners now preach the importance of 

domain knowledge in any analytics or data mining project. But what is domain 

knowledge and why is it important within the area of analytics ? First of all domain 

knowledge represents knowledge and insight which is unique to the organization or 

industry but which needs to be considered when conducting any data mining project. 

Without this knowledge , analytics solutions are  built which do not entirely address the 

real business problem. The best method for helping one understand the importance of 

domain knowledge within the analytics discipline is through some examples. 

 

Several years ago, a telecommunications company asked us to build an acquisition model 

to help increase their overall customer base but in a cost effective manner. The model 

was built and delivered great gains where cost per new customer in the top decile was one 

fifth of the cost per new customer in the bottom decile. These type of results can be 

expected in models that are developed for existing customers where we have much more 

and richer type data. But with acquisition models where data is limited, a 5 to 1 cost 

improvement between the top decile and bottom decile is excellent. Yet, the problem of  

“increasing their customer base” was not really achieved. Many of these new customers 

were cancelling within the first three months. In fact, this cancel rate was almost 50% 

which was well above the normal attrition rate for their longer tenured customers. This 

factor of above average attrition for new customers within the first three months 

represented information that was not shared with us at the beginning of the project but 

only after the initial  ‘response model’ was built and applied in an acquisition campaign. 

We explored the details of the offer to see if there was any upfront discount or benefit 

that enticed individuals to respond to the offer. Indeed there was none. But the results still 

made sense to us because the acquisition campaign involved telemarketing with phone 

calls being made at suppertime or the early evening. It was our hypothesis that Canadians 

either being too busy or polite felt the easy option was to accept the offer knowing that 

they could cancel within 3 months. Accordingly, this new ‘domain knowledge’ resulted 

in us developing an acquisition model that optimized both response and likelihood to stay 

after the first three months.     

 

The next example involved a retailer whereby this company’s marketing efforts were 

comprised of mass marketing programs only. The company’s new marketing strategy was 

structured around changing their mass marketing approach towards a more 

CRM(customer relationship management) type focus. However alongside this new 

strategy, they completely understood the value of data and its critical role in underpinning 

any new CRM marketing initiatives. Specifically, they needed to understand the value of 



this “data” but at a customer level.  Yet, discussions with the ‘team’ indicated that no 

“data forensics” had occurred to better understand the quality and integrity of the data at 

a customer level.  

 

Based on these initial ‘interview’ sessions  with the client, we proposed that a ‘data 

discovery’ would be most relevant in identifying recommendations that could help them 

achieve their CRM strategy. One of our initial findings was that each customer had a 

unique ID but that this ID was unique for the specific retail outlet. For example, I go into 

a store in Pickering one day and then a different store in Toronto on the second day. Both 

store purchases would be recorded as separate customer ID’s despite the fact that the 

same person made both purchases. Other findings included the fact that 50% of the 

customers had no name and address, yet phone number was captured for 100% of all 

customers in order for the store to call them when their order was ready. As part of the 

CRM strategy, the retailer wanted to develop a best customer program but it became 

quite evident that it would be compromised given the existing data environment.  

However, with proper recommendations, the retailer could then be set on the right path in 

order to create this best customer program. For example, we recommended the use of  

phone number as the key piece of information in creating a unique customer ID since 

phone number was very reliable in mapping to a distinct person. This allowed the retailer 

to capture a more holistic view of the customer as the company wanted to capture all 

purchase activities at all stores on the same customer record. Meanwhile, for those 

records without name and address, we were able to use a provider containing  a table that   

mapped phone numbers to name and addresses . This ultimately allowed the retailer to 

populate all those missing name and address fields.  

 

Data crunching certainly helped us to identify these above  anomalies. However, 

interviews with the business stakeholders helped to identify certain business processes 

such as multiple customer ID’s per individual being caused by each store having its own 

separate customer database. Limited name and address was caused by  inconsistent data 

capture between stores. As you can see, this domain knowledge gained from these 

interviews helped us to better understand the data anomalies thereby providing a higher 

level of confidence in our recommendations.  

 

 Both above examples begin to convey the sense of how important it is to understand the 

‘business’ alongside the data. There are numerous other examples from other industry 

sectors which would reinforce the importance of domain knowledge. In fact, given its  

importance within the analytics discipline, I am going to continue this discussion  by 

highlighting other industry examples in my next blog. 

 

Blacks, Fedex, P&C.. 

 


